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originally published in 1970 a white house diary is lady bird johnson s intimate behind the scenes account of lyndon johnson s presidency from november 22 1963 to january 20 1969 beginning with the tragic assassination of john f kennedy mrs johnson records the momentous events of her times including the great society s war on poverty the national civil rights and social protest movements her own activism on behalf of the environment and the vietnam war אינטימידה ואגדת מסדרון הבית הלבן מאת מרי ג'ונסון: יומנו של הלבן הבית מהנכיה של ליינדון ג'ונסון (1970)

through this unique prism how our chief executives developed their very different rhetorical styles and how well deserves credit for them and who has claimed it schlesinger tells the story of the modern american presidency relationship between speechwriter and speechgiver such as who actually crafted the most memorable phrases who done and dozens of other noteworthy speeches the book also addresses crucial questions surrounding the complex post 9 11 declaration that whether we bring our enemies to justice or bring justice to our enemies justice will be country can do for you ask what you can do for your country richard nixon s i am not a crook and ronald reagan s presidential phrases the first inaugural of fdr the only thing we have to fear is fear itself and jfk ask not what your under george w bush white house ghosts tells the fascinating inside stories behind some of the most iconic under carter and peggy noonan under reagan to the troika of michael gerson john mcconnell and matthew scully and richard goodwin under lbj william safire and pat buchanan under nixon hendrik hertzberg and james fallows raymond moley under fdr through such luminaries as ted sorensen and arthur schlesinger jr under jfk jack valenti

and now in its 13th edition the living white house opens the gates to 1600 pennsylvania avenue presenting more than 200 years of the history of life in the most famous house in america this new edition features updated and expanded text illustrated with hundreds of pictures of past and present white house families children and pets workers and daily routines important state occasions and informal public celebrations at a time when race class and gender dominate historical writing leuchtenburg argues that place is no less significant in a period when america is said to be homogenized he shows that sectional distinctions persist and in an era when political history is devalued he demonstrates that government can profoundly affect people s lives and that presidents can be change makers

the president in the oval office chief of staff mick mulvaney jared and ivanka kushner donald trump jr eric and lara report and narrates their reactions when the report was finally released wead successfully gained interviews with the media and the public president trump features exclusive interviews with the trump family about the mueller report and narrates their reactions when the report was finally released wead successfully gained interviews with the president in the oval office chief of staff mick mulvaney jared and ivanka kushner donald trump jr eric and lara trump and white house insiders for this illuminating history in white house ghosts veteran washington reporter robert schlesinger opens a fresh and revealing window on the modern presidency from fdr to george w bush this is the first book to examine a crucial and often hidden role played by the men and women who help presidents find the words they hope will define their places in history drawing on scores of interviews with white house scribes and on extensive archival research schlesinger weaves intimate amusing compelling stories that provide surprising insights into the personalities quirks egos ambitions and humor of these presidents as well as how well or not they understood the bully pulpit white house ghosts traces the evolution of the presidential speechwriter s job from raymond molye under fdr through such luminaries as ted sorensen and arthur schlesinger jr under jfk jack valenti and richard goodwin under lbj william safire and pat buchanan under nixon hendrik hertzberg and james fallows under carter and peggy noonan under reagan to the troika of michael gerson john mcconnell and matthew scully under george w bush white house ghosts tells the fascinating inside stories behind some of the most iconic presidential phrases the first inaugural of fdr the only thing we have to fear is fear itself and jfk ask not what your country can do for you ask what you can do for your country richard nixon s i am not a crook and ronald reagan s tear down this wall speeches bill clinton s ending the era of big government state of the union and george w bush s post 9 11 declaration that whether we bring our enemies to justice or bring justice to our enemies justice will be done and dozens of other noteworthy speeches the book also addresses crucial questions surrounding the complex relationship between speechwriter and speechgiver such as who actually crafted the most memorable phrases who deserves credit for them and who has claimed it schlesinger tells the story of the modern american presidency through this unique prism how our chief executives developed their very different rhetorical styles and how well they grasped the rewards of reaching out to the country white house ghosts is dramatic funny gripping surprising serious and always entertaining investigative reporter ronald kesser created a media buzz with this insider s expose of the modern presidencies and this revised and updated paperback edition contains the latest revelations on whitewater and sexual harrassment allegations against clinton 1 mandate for change 1953 1956 2 waging peace 1956 1961 the serious illness of three presidents woodrow wilson franklin delano roosevelt and john f kennedy as well as of the braised a white house chef mystery 7 julie hyzy

2024-01-25
well as the injury ronald reagan received in the assassination attempt upon him have revealed our woefully inadequate system for handling presidential incapacity the authors believe that this flawed system poses a major threat to the nation and they provide sobering reports on how the government functioned or failed to function during times of presidential impairment the public was kept in the dark regarding the gravity of the presidential condition often unaware that critical decisions were being made while the president was suffering from a severe illness hidden illness in the white house contains startling new information on the severity of roosevelt s illness during the crucial yalta negotiations and the fact that kennedy suffered from addison s disease a life threatening illness long before he was elected to the presidency in each case the authors demonstrate that a largely successful effort was made to conceal the president s true medical condition from the public it is a story of the relationship between power and place in american culture book jacket ten presidents from benjamin harriss on to franklin d roosevelt discusses his experiences as a white house news correspondent for over twenty years this is the combined biography of two domestic servants a mother and her daughter each of whom worked for thirty years in the white house in 1909 he mother was hired by president taft who was the first president ever to allow a black person to enter the white house she worked in the white house until 1939 her daughter was hired by president hoover in 1929 and she worked there until the final days of the eisenhower administration in 1959 this book should be required reading for every serious student of american history the authors were eye witnesses to some of the great events of history and offer different perspectives from that found elsewhere for example we learn that when calvin coolidge announced in 1927 that he did not intend to run for re election he was playing hard to get he believed that the people would insist that he accept a third term of office he expected to be drafted he actually wanted a third term in office coolidge was disappointed when herbert hoover was nominated as he disagreed with hoover s ideas and policies we learn that in the last year and a half of the presidency of president woodrow wilson he had to be wheeled around the white house in a wheel chair and was often engaged in sickbed rambling when franklin d roosevelt took office as president he was an invalid confined to a wheelchair few americans knew this and elaborate means were devised to make it appear that roosevelt was robust and healthy whenever he was to speak railings were created beside where he was to be standing this was done so that it would appear that for was walking taking a few steps up to the speaker s podium when in reality the handrails were holding him up and he was dragging his feet a short distance to create the illusion that he was walking also roosevelt was dependent on his mother sara delano who had all the money and controlled his finances considers s j res 117 to call a white house conference on aging in 1970 includes policy statements and recommendation from the 1961 white house conference on aging p 237 315 the story of the man whose secret service detail guarded five presidents from woodrow wilson to franklin d roosevelt as the reader discover the need to understand who is behind the president and see how much goes into keeping the president safe the white house story a memoir is the inside story of one woman s amazing journey from church volunteer to special assistant to the president and director white house visitors office melinda bates is in fact the first person in history to hold that position for all eight years of any administration a job she proudly did for president bill clinton and first lady hillary clinton from her gorgeous east wing office the author arranged some of the white house most complex events like the annual easter egg roll for 30 000 people on easter monday national and international festivities and elegant parties or arrival ceremonies and state dinners for heads of state from around the world an ordinary day might include breakfast with tom hanks lunch with michael douglas robin williams or dr ruth tea with the queen of sweden and dinner seated next to the president of the united states one moment she is greeting the elegant former queen of greece and the next the grateful dead and that was a normal day in the clinton white house this memoir is a funny surprising and candid look backstage in america s house where fabulous things happen every day and the teeeniest mistake may show up on the front page of the nytimes or washington post so imagine how good at it you d have to be to keep a job like that for all eight years the white house is the world s most famous house but it s still a mystery to most people melinda bates intimate and amazing memoir invites people in for what her old friend and former boss bill clinton called a hell of a ride excerpts from president trump s assistant press secretary an introduction to the history of the white house the american presidency has become one of the most powerful offices in the world with the ascendency of american power in the 20th century white house studies compendium brings together piercing analyses of the american presidency dealing with both current issues and historical events the compendia are the bound issues of white house studies with the addition of a comprehensive subject index here is the book that guides the president of the united states from the first in the oval office and to the day he or she walks out for the last time in fact the strategies and mindset recommended in these pages are essential tools for capturing the presidency much less wielding it the international scene today is either a madhouse or the product of extraordinarily cynical techniques such as these applied with cold cunning by our nations leaders this handbook provides a comparison of the world s premier intelligence agencies discusses tactics of surveillance war and public persuasion practical advice on political maneuvering at the local national and international levels a rational results based handbook it is destined to be a secret favorite of politicians agents of the special services ceos and corporate boards for the next hundred years to come and for the many other ambitious contenders in the world of winner take all bare knuckles capitalism the author who cites decades of insider knowledge at the kgb and the cia says he originally compiled this book upon a request from washington anonymous of course publisher describes the uphill battle faced by the thirty first president who served his single term during the great depression portraying the man as bright well meaning and energetic but ultimately lacking in the tools of leadership publisher s description hidden far from sight deep in the thick underbrush of the north florida woods are the ghostly graves of more than thirty unidentified bodies some of which are thought to be children who were beaten to death at the old florida industrial school for boys at marianna it is suspected that many more bodies will be found in the fields and swamplands surrounding the institution investigations into the unmarked graves have compelled many grown men to come forward and share their stories of the abuses they endured and the atrocities
they witnessed in the 1950s and 1960s at the institution the white house boys an american tragedy is the true story of the horrors recalled by roger dean kiser one of the boys incarcerated at the facility in the late fifties for the crime of being a confused unwanted and wayward child in a style reminiscent of the works of mark twain kiser recollects the horrifying verbal sexual and physical abuse he and other innocent young boys endured at the hands of their caretakers questions remain unanswered and theories abound but roger and the other white house boys are determined to learn the truth and see justice served president woodrow g washingtail and his family allow you into their home to learn about the white house オバマ前大統領を激しく批判し 彼の政策を次々と覆そうとするトランプ大統領 そのトランプ政権を揺るがす ロシア疑惑 を最初に察知し 捜査を進めていたのはオバマ政権だった 日本人記者としてホワイトハウスに最も食い込んだジャーナリストが 二つの政権の交錯と確執からみえる最強組織の暗闘 そして大統領弾劾の行方を描き出す during the four years of research in the national archives and presidential libraries william doyle unearthed scores of white house tape recordings videotapes and transcripts many never before published he interviewed 100 oval office insiders cabinet members white house aides and advisers from fdr s personal secretary to henry kissinger the result is a flesh and blood drama of the presidency in action an account of one woman s triumph in the world of television journalism provides a behind the scenes view of life as a white house news correspondent and a personal look at the reagan administration
A White House Diary 2007-11-01 originally published in 1970 a white house diary is lady bird johnson’s intimate behind the scenes account of lyndon johnson’s presidency from november 22 1963 to january 20 1969 beginning with the tragic assassination of john f kennedy mrs johnson records the momentous events of her times including the great society’s war on poverty the national civil rights and social protest movements her own activism on behalf of the environment and the vietnam war

Inside the White House in War Times 1890 at a time when race class and gender dominate historical writing leuchtenburg argues that place is no less significant in a period when america is said to be homogenized he shows that sectional distinctions persist and in an era when political history is devalued he demonstrates that government can profoundly affect people’s lives and that presidents can be change makers jack

The White House Looks South 2005 these scholarly essays are full of interesting and surprising tidbits that will delight even the casual reader publishers weekly

The White House 2013 now in its 13th edition the living white house opens the gates to 1600 pennsylvania avenue presenting more than 200 years of the history of life in the most famous house in america this new edition features updated and expanded text illustrated with hundreds of pictures of past and present white house families children and pets workers and daily routines important state occasions and informal public celebrations

The Green & White House 2022-03-01 carefully researched and excellently written a wonderful account of the special relationship between ireland and the usa bertie ahern anybody with an interest in irish american politics and personalities will want to read the green and white house dick spring intimate complex long lasting the links between ireland and us presidents extend much further and deeper than jfk from andrew jackson in 1829 to woodrow wilson in 1913 and joe biden in 2021 ireland’s sway in the white house is huge

The White House 2008 after dozens of books and articles by anonymous sources here finally is a history of the trump white house with the president and his staff talking openly and on the record in president trump doug wead offers a sweeping eloquent history of president donald j trump’s first years in the white house covering everything from election night to the biggest political obstacles of his presidency the book will include never before reported stories and scoops including how president trump turned around the american economy how he never complains and never explains and insight into how his actions sometimes lead to misunderstandings with the media and the public president trump features exclusive interviews with the trump family about the mueller report and narrates their reactions when the report was finally released wead successfully gained interviews with the president in the oval office chief of staff mick mulvaney jared and ivanka kushner donald trump j eric and lara trump and white house insiders for this illuminating history

The Living White House 2002 the autobiographical story of the white house doorkeeper from the lincoln presidency to the administration of theodore roosevelt

Thirty-Six Years in the White House 2008 after dozens of books and articles by anonymous sources here finally is a history of the trump white house with the president and his staff talking openly and on the record in president trump doug wead offers a sweeping eloquent history of president donald j trump’s first years in the white house covering everything from election night to the biggest political obstacles of his presidency the book will include never before reported stories and scoops including how president trump turned around the american economy how he never complains and never explains and insight into how his actions sometimes lead to misunderstandings with the media and the public president trump features exclusive interviews with the trump family about the mueller report and narrates their reactions when the report was finally released wead successfully gained interviews with the president in the oval office chief of staff mick mulvaney jared and ivanka kushner donald trump j eric and lara trump and white house insiders for this illuminating history

Inside Trump’s White House 2019-11-26 in white house ghosts veteran washington reporter robert schlesinger opens a fresh and revealing window on the modern presidency from fdr to george w bush this is the first book to examine a crucial and often hidden role played by the men and women who help presidents find the words they hope will define their places in history drawing on scores of interviews with white house scribes and on extensive archival research schlesinger weaves intimate amusing compelling stories that provide surprising insights into the personalities quirks egos ambitions and humor of these presidents as well as how well or not they understood the bully pulpit white house ghosts traces the evolution of the presidential speechwriter’s job from raymond moley under fdr through such luminaries as ted sorensen and arthur schlesinger jr under jfk jack valenti and richard goodwin under lbj william saffire and pat buchanan under nixon hendrik hertzberg and james fallows under carter and peggy noonan under reagan to the troika of michael gerson john mcconnell and matthew scully under george w bush white house ghosts tells the fascinating inside stories behind some of the most iconic presidential phrases the first inaugural of fdr the only thing we have to fear is fear itself and jfk ask not what your country can do for you for ask what you can do for your country richard nixon i am not a crook and ronald reagan i tear down this wall speeches bill clinton’s ending the era of big government state of the union and george w bush’s post 911 declaration that whether we bring our enemies to justice or bring justice to our enemies justice will be done and dozens of other noteworthy speeches the book also addresses crucial questions surrounding the complex relationship between speechwriter and speechgiver such as who actually crafted the most memorable phrases who deserves credit for them and who has claimed it schlesinger tells the story of the modern american presidency through this unique prism how our chief executives developed their very different rhetorical styles and how well they grasped the rewards of reaching out to the country white house ghosts is dramatic funny gripping surprising serious and always entertaining
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the first in the oval office and to the day he or she walks out for the last time in fact the strategies and mindset recommended in these pages are essential tools for capturing the presidency much less wielding it the international scene today is either a madhouse or the product of extraordinarily cynical techniques such as these applied with cold cunning by our nations leaders this handbook provides a comparison of the world s premier intelligence agencies discusses tactics of surveillance war and public persuasion practical advice on political maneuvering at the local national and international levels a rational results based handbook it is destined to be a secret favorite of politicians agents of the special services ceos and corporate boards for the next hundred years to come and for the many other ambitious contenders in the world of winner take all bare knuckles capitalism the author who cites decades of insider knowledge at the kgb and the cia says he originally compiled this book upon a request from washington anonymous of course publisher

White House Studies Compendium 2007 describes the uphill battle faced by the thirty first president who served his single term during the great depression portraying the man as bright well meaning and energetic but ultimately lacking in the tools of leadership publisher s description

Truman in the White House 1991 hidden far from sight deep in the thick underbrush of the north florida woods are the ghostly graves of more than thirty unidentified bodies some of which are thought to be children who were beaten to death at the old florida industrial school for boys at marianna it is suspected that many more bodies will be found in the fields and swamplands surrounding the institution investigations into the unmarked graves have compelled many grown men to come forward and share their stories of the abuses they endured and the atrocities they witnessed in the 1950s and 1960s at the institution the white house boys an american tragedy is the true story of the horrors recalled by roger dean kiser one of the boys incarcerated at the facility in the late fifties for the crime of being a confused unwanted and wayward child in a style reminiscent of the works of mark twain kiser recollects the horrifying verbal sexual and physical abuse he and other innocent young boys endured at the hands of their caretakers questions remain unanswered and theories abound but roger and the other white house boys are determined to learn the truth and see justice served

The White House 2007 president woodrow g washingtail and his family allow you into their home to learn about the white house

White House Studies Compendium 2007 describes the uphill battle faced by the thirty first president who served his single term during the great depression portraying the man as bright well meaning and energetic but ultimately lacking in the tools of leadership publisher s description

Woodrow, the White House Mouse 1995 S. 818, a Bill to Provide Permanent Authorization for the White House Conference on Small Business 1987 Inside the Oval Office 1999 *This Is Judy Woodruff at the White House* 1982
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